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Abstract: This paper examines the contending interpretations of Yeats’s poem “Lapis
Lazuli” in Western and Eastern scholarship. While scholars in the West have looked
in the poem for the poet’s universal concept of tragic joy, scholars in the East have
regarded the poem as an expression of Yeats’s enthusiasm for Chinese art and
aesthetics. These opposing views are most clearly demonstrated in the studies by
Calvin Bedient and Zhou Dan, particularly, in their discussion of the role of the
Chinese landscape in the poem. While Bedient regards the Chinese landscape as an
object of Yeats’s narcissistic self-expression, Zhou sees it as a source of imaginative
inspiration for the poet. In this paper, this interpretive disagreement is investigated as
a clash of the two ekphrastic traditions triggered by the image of Chinese landscape
in the poem. Building on James Heffernan’s theory of ekphrasis as a contested
negotiation between the visual and the literary, this paper shows that Yeats’s own
creative process of writing the poem reveals an intricate interplay of East and West
in which ekphrasis unfolds as a transtextual and transcultural event. Finally, in view
of globalizing Yeatsian scholarship, the paper argues that a transtextual and
transcultural approach to ekphrasis could facilitate our understanding of the contested
issues of hermeneutic authority and context.
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제목: 범텍스트 및 범문화적 사건으로서의 엑스프리시스 시 ｢청금석｣다시 읽기
우리말 요약: 이 논문은 예이츠의 시 ｢청금석｣의 상반되는 동서학자들의 분석을 검토
한다. 서구의 학자들이 이 시에서 비극적 기쁨의 보편적 의미를 보려 하지만, 동양의
학자들은 이 시가 예이츠의 동양의 예술과 미학에의 심취를 들어 낸 것으로 읽고자
한다. 이 상반된 견해는 칼빈 비디언트와 주단이 이 시의 중국의 풍경화를 논의한 연
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구에서 가장 잘 대비된다. 비디언트는 중국의 풍경화를 시인의 나르시스트적 자기표현
으로 보지만, 주단은 그 풍경을 시인 자신의 영감의 원천으로 읽는다. 본 논문은 이
시에서 중국의 풍경이 촉발한 동서 회화시의 전통의 충돌로 읽는 제임스 헤퍼넌의 시
각예술과 문학 사이의 긴장된 협상으로 보는 회화시 이론에 근거하여 본 논문은 예이
츠 자신의 시작 과정에서 동서의 영향의 복잡성을 들어내고 있음을 보여주며, 이 때
엑스프라시스는 범텍스트적, 범 문화적 사건으로 나타난다. 마지막으로, 세계적인 예이
츠 연구 동향에 미루어, 이 논문은 엑스프라시를 읽는 방법으로서 범텍스트적, 범문화
적 접근이 해석학적 근거와 문맥의 이해를 쉽게 할 수 있다는 것을 보여 준다.
주제어: 청금석, 엑스프라시스, 도, 중국미술, 범텍스트성
저자: 크리스티나 한은 캐나다 윌프리드 로리어 대학교 아시아사 조교수이다. 그는 한
국문학과 중국문학, 예술, 미학에 관한 다양한 저술이 있다.
____________________________________

Introduction

W.

B. Yeats’s poem “Lapis Lazuli,” widely recognized as one of the poet’s

finest works, has yielded a wide range of interpretations since its publication
in 1936. The poem describes Yeats’s reflections on a Chinese rock carving of
a landscape that was presented to him as a gift. An interesting cultural divide
exists between Western and Chinese analyses of the poem: while studies from
the West have focused on the poem’s ekphrastic qualities in connection with
the theme of tragic joy, studies from East Asia have highlighted the poem’s
connection to Daoist aesthetics and the ideal of reclusion. In this paper, I
attempt to explain these competing interpretive trends by exploring ekphrasis
as a transtextual (i.e., involving both visual and literary text) and transcultural
event that facilitated the clash of interpretations. I will also demonstrate how
a transtextual and transcultural analysis of Yeats’s own ekphrastic process in
writing the poem sheds new light on its complexity. By looking at the
history of the poem’s creation and interpretation, this study will illuminate the
intricate web of ekphrastic and hermeneutic relations that have become an
inseparable part of the poem itself.
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Western Interpretations of “Lapis Lazuli”
Before I can address the role of ekphrasis, I first need to briefly outline
the dominant Western and Eastern approaches to Yeats’s poem. Western
scholarship has largely regarded “Lapis Lazuli” as a key example of Yeats’s
poetic exploration of the idea of tragic joy. In the final two decades of his
life, as part of his larger reflections on humanity and mortality, Yeats became
fascinated with tragic joy, in which two extreme opposites, tragedy and
comedy, become one (Armstrong 88). In the poem, Yeats identifies four
groups of people—namely, the poets, tragic heroes of Shakespearean plays,
rebuilders of fallen ancient civilizations, and Chinese ascetics—as people who
are “gay,” who experience joy in the world marked by tragedy. The ensuing
discussion will address the Western reading of “tragic joy” in greater detail.
In an early analysis written fourteen years after the publication of the
poem, Jeffares notes that the poem reflects on the destruction of
contemporary civilization and expresses the poet’s attitude toward tragedy and
his faith in the eventual triumph of gaiety. Later analyses have focused on
expounding the nature of tragic joy conveyed in the poem. Estrin points out
that the poem illustrates the inseparable relationship between tragedy and joy
and the “evolution of a poetic insight about the necessity for destruction”
(14). In a similar note, Ramazani analyzes the paradoxical concept of tragic
joy as a kind of “affective sublime” in the Romantic tradition, in which “the
sublime transforms the painful spectacle of destruction and death into a joyful
assertion of human freedom and transcendence” (163). While Estrin and
Ramazani interpret the tragic joy in “Lapis Lazuli” as a universal and
phenomenological concept that concerns reality in general, others have taken a
narrower approach by limiting the understanding of the poem to the artistic
and aesthetic domain. Warner, for instance, argues that the poem creates
“some kind of ultimate world of the art” (45) wherein “tragedy at each level
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of the analogy” is transformed into joy by “the recognition of the
indestructibility of the powers of creativity” (46). In a similar reading, Bell
asserts that the tragic joy represented in the poem is possible only in the
artistic and aesthetic sphere. Reiterating Bell’s claim, Pietrzak declares “the
tragedy that spurs creativity in [the poem] derives from a clash of reality
with fantasy” (91). All in all, these various readings explain the tragic joy in
the poem as a paradoxical experience of aesthetic freedom emerging from the
bridging of the real and the imaginary.
Within the thematic context of tragic joy, scholars in the West have
mostly regarded Yeats’s description of Chinese scenery in the final two
stanzas as the poem’s key moment (and even as its climax). Mendel remarks
that the image of the Chinese ascetics in the poem promotes an “eager but
detached curiosity” (64) as a way to claim victory over tragedy. Building on
the theme of tragic joy, Labistour’s reading expounds on Yeats’s ekphrastic
description of the Chinese carving in the final two stanzas of the poem “as
scene, as work of art, as occasion for a further work of art,” which
“summarises and resolves all that has gone before” (16). Armstrong
characterizes Yeats’s final two stanzas as “an aesthetic manifesto” (91) on the
theme of tragic joy. Even Bloom, who had an unflattering view of the poem,
suggests that despite the poem’s failure to communicate the tragic joy of the
West, it offers a remedy in the final two stanzas with the discussion of the
Chinese ascetics.
In their high praises of the final two stanzas, Western scholars have
focused almost exclusively on the poetic genius of Yeats while giving scant
attention to the imaginative qualities of the carved lapis lazuli central to the
poem. Although Smith explores the “performative” (95) interaction between
the rock carving and the poet—in which both parties perform their parts and
mutually influence each other through the acts of manifestation and
interpretation—her investigation remains theoretical. In fact, more studies have
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explained the relationship between Yeats’s poetic description and the rock’s
carved scenery in almost antithetical terms.
O’Donnell, for instance, starts his discussion of the poem with Yeats’s
carved rock and even compares it to other similar rock sculptural pieces in
Asian Art Museum in San Francisco. Quoting from the museum’s exhibition
catalogue, he elucidates that these carved mountains were “objects for poetic
contemplation” and their “symbolic figures and animals drawn from the
mythology of Taoism” (354). Despite acknowledging Yeats’s rock as an
example of Daoist art, however, O’Donnell declares the rock’s cultural
identity and the Chinese poetic inscription on the rock irrelevant to the
discussion of Yeats’s poem. He concludes that Yeats was “perhaps just as
happy not to know the poem’s subject because that might have placed some
limit on the freedom with which his imagination could roam when he thought
about the mountain” (355), and that he wished not to “confine himself to a
conventional reading of the iconography” (356). Similarly, Ingersoll claims
that the last two stanzas of the poem were “expressions of Yeats’s artistic
consciousness reaching out to a culture philosophically on the other side of
the world to find in the small world of this artifact the material for his
aesthetic imagination” (59). He even makes a case for Yeats’s deliberate
misrepresentation of the carving by contrasting the “pine tree” in the carving
with the “plum tree” in the poem. In the end, Ingersoll concludes that the
source of joy in the midst of tragic reality is found in the poet’s creativity.
The most dramatic argument in this line of thought was put forth by
Bedient who denies the rock of any sense of agency. According to him, it is
not the rock that “seduces” the poet but the poet who “wishes to seduce it,
or, more strictly, to seduce himself by what he can make of it” (17). Bedient
maintains that the last two stanzas of the poem were conceived when Yeats’s
“Western” imagination breathed life into the lifeless “Eastern” rock. He
writes,
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[Yeats] protests the charming fixity of the stone (gorgeously earth-blotted
and exquisitely carved though it is). His vital, one might say Western,
imagination, his joy in what Bergson calls “ever-recurring novelty, the
moving originality of things,” his pleasure in being, as a creator of himself,
of poems, of scenes, a participant in the “great work of creation which is
the origin of all things and which goes on before our eyes—all this makes
him breathe on the carving a quasi-divine breath that inspires its represented
Chinamen to breathe in turn, to wake and inwardly expand in time. (20)

In this process of imaginative transformation, Bedient continues, Yeats
“unlocks the carving, bestowing on the Chinamen both motion and emotion”
and turns the carving into “an exotic otherness and a mirror of the poet’s
own stoic and ecstatic self-image” (21). Bedient’s reading transforms the
carving into an object of Yeats’s narcissistic experiment. In these attempts to
prove Yeats’s poetic mastery, Western scholars have pronounced the Chinese
references in both the carving and the poem inconsequential in favor of
Romantic and universal readings of the poem.

Eastern Interpretations of “Lapis Lazuli”
In Eastern scholarship, however, there is a markedly different interpretive
approach that underlines the cultural divide between East and West and
highlights the poem’s connection to the Daoist tradition of Chinese philosophy
and aesthetics. The most extensive analysis in this Eastern approach is found
in Zhou Dan’s study, Visual Arts in W.B. Yeats’s Lyrical Poetry. According
to Zhou, Yeats’s “Lapis Lazuli” was written “to express the admiration for
the ancient Chinese culture and art and the new way he [Yeats] had found in
the ancient China to solve the possible destruction of contemporary
civilization” (134). She interprets the final two stanzas of the poem as a
combination of “iconographical description of the mountain” and “an
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emotional expression based on the scenery described” (135). In order to
demonstrate Yeats’s conscious assimilation of Chinese aesthetics, Zhou draws
attention to the “Chinese” syntax of the poem, namely, the use of simple
tenseless syntax in the final two stanzas, and describes it as an influence
from classical Chinese poetry (136). Zhou writes,
The writing style of lyricism after narration coincides with that of Chinese
landscape poetry after the Tang Dynasty. The poem applies simple diction
to represent the objects on the carving via objective outlining, seeming to
use all sorts of perspectives to look straight ahead at the large Chinese
hanging scroll and juxtaposing the visual picture and the verbal language,
thus maintaining intensified visual and aesthetic effects. (135)

She makes a link between Yeats’s ekphrastic description and Chinese
landscape painting and comments that Yeats’s knowledge of Chinese art
“enable[d] him to establish an earthly paradise as an alternative to his ‘Holy
Land,’ in his youth” (143). Zhou’s reading of the last two stanzas is in sharp
disagreement with the aforementioned Western interpretations; while the
Western scholars denounce the iconographic qualities of Yeats’s poetic
description of Chinese scenery, Zhou emphasizes them. The lapis lazuli, Zhou
writes, provided Yeats “with a complete and unified picture ... of outward
and inward virtues,” “a symbol of a unity of being,” which Yeats had
searched in life (143). The carved rock, which in Bedient’s view was a
motionless and lifeless object, is described by Zhou as a living symbol that
invites the viewers into a profound experience of aesthetic communion.
Zhou’s argument was later reiterated by Xiao Fuping, who states that the
poem brings out the “contrast between the disturbing spirit of the Europeans
and the calm spirit of the ancient Chinese sages” (94), and that it conveys
the theme of transcendence by successfully blending in elements of Daoist
philosophy. In a recent study by Zhang Yuejun and Zhou Dan, the authors
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endeavor to prove the poem’s successful incorporation of Daoist, Zen, and
Confucian aesthetics, and, in so doing, they characterize the Chinese tradition
as “an idealized orient with a sense of antithetical beauty” (68). Similar
conclusions have also been made by Korean scholars of Yeats. In his study
of “Lapis Lazuli,” Kim Jae-bong concentrates heavily on the image of the
Chinese ascetic. Relatedly, Choi Hie Sup expounds the theme of tragic joy in
the poem as a particularly Buddhist expression of reality and cites Yeats’s
long-term interest in Buddhism. Jeong Sinnu interprets the poem as a lesson
on the antithetical relationship between East and West, in which the tragedy
of the West is transcended by the dignified human spirit of the East.
Additionally, although not directly related to the reading of “Lapis Lazuli,”
Zhou Xiaoping and Hu Zeyuan assert that Yeats’s serious dedication to
Chinese culture allowed him to “transcend from a nationalist poet into a
cosmopolitan poet” (73).
The Chinese scholarship on Yeats exhibits a clear tendency to pay
particular attention to his China connection. Several studies have examined the
rustic Romanticism found in Yeats’s and Chinese poet Tao Qian’s poems,
providing comparisons and explaining similarities and differences in their
ideals of reclusion (Ou and Pu; Han; Long and Zhao). Even in non-Chinese
scholarship, Yeats’s connection to Daoist philosophy has been explored: Cho
Mina explored the Daoist “feminine archetypal imagery” found in Yeats’s
poems, and Legarreta-Mentxaka investigated possible links between Daoist
Yin-Yang theory and Yeats’s system of the Gyres. Their studies present Yeats
as a Western poet well-versed in Eastern philosophies who sought to integrate
Eastern ideas into his poetic creations.
It is important to note that this kind of hermeneutic approach highlighting
the Eastern connections was not applied to Yeats alone (certainly, his “Lapis
Lazuli” is not an anomaly). In fact, parallel hermeneutic patterns and
contestations are clearly visible in the cross-cultural interpretation of Wallace
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Stevens’s 1916 poem, “Six Significant Landscapes,” which opens with a
stanza describing the Chinese landscape. As was the case with “Lapis Lazuli,”
studies of Stevens’s poem from the West stress its universal and Romantic
qualities as they devalue its connection to Chinese culture and aesthetics.
Moorman, for instance, identifies the poem as a poetic analogy of the
changing “relationship of Man to Nature” (1), which he argues is the
progression from harmony to separation. Describing the first stanza as a
representation of a perfect relationship between Man and Nature, Moorman
characterizes the poem as an example of Stevens’s Romantic works that
invites the “rationalists to abandon their sterile, narrow, academic systems of
life and to take up a more romantic geometry which will lead them to the
imaginative, natural life of the peon” (3). In a similar vein, Bevis continues
this “Man and Nature” argument while also recognizing the poem as
characteristic of Stevens’s interest in “Eastern themes” (207) and in imitating
Chinese poetic forms (63). Bevis asserts, however, that Stevens’s interest in
Eastern poetry and aesthetics was only short-lived as their influence was only
visible in his early works. The poem’s first stanza, Bevis argues, is Stevens’s
attempt to “toy” with China in order to create “a pleasing impression of the
unity of all things,” which, in his opinion, was not entirely successful (215).
In contradiction to these reductive Western analyses of Stevens’s work,
studies from China emphasize the poet’s (like Yeats’s) indebtedness to
Chinese culture and highlight the palpable connection to Chinese landscape
arts in “Six Significant Landscapes.” For instance, Qian Zhaoming interprets
the first stanza of the poem as “a verbalized depiction of Song Chinese
landscape painting” (123), which is a clear indication of Stevens’s fascination
with Chinese art and aesthetics. The poem, according to Qian, “like the
Chinese painting it represents, portrays a single impression: consciousness of
the unity of all created things” (124). Notably, Qian further develops this idea
and traces the impact of Chinese art on modern English poetry in his 2003
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book, The Modernist Response to Chinese Art: Pound, Moore, Stevens. In
addition to Qian, other Eastern scholars have sought to highlight the influence
of Eastern spirituality on Stevens’s poetry. Zhu Zhengming, for example,
attributes the terse and bold style of the first stanza to Zen Buddhism and its
koan tradition (102). Indeed, as was the case with Yeats, the Chinese
scholarly investigation of Stevens also has concentrated on uncovering the
influence of Chinese culture and philosophy on Stevens’s poetry (Huang;
Yuan and Li; Qi and Xu) and exploring the poet’s representations of China
(Fang).
Noting their divergence from popular Western interpretations, then, how
should we understand these recent scholarly analyses from East Asia? What
does their development represent in the larger field of Yeatsian scholarship?
What kind of hermeneutic principles do they follow, and, perhaps more
significantly, what kind of hermeneutic challenges do they pose? Given that
these Chinese and Korean scholars did not intend to misread or misrepresent
Yeats, why do their studies of “Lapis Lazuli” place so much stress on the
influence of Chinese landscape tradition and art on the poet and his poem?
At first glance, these Eastern studies could be seen as examples of
scholarship inspired by cultural nationalism, and their interpretations could
even be viewed as selective, biased, and acontextual. Regardless of how we
choose to assess these Eastern readings, I believe it is important to
understand the context and the reason behind such an interpretive trend in the
East. I argue that the East Asian scholars’ particular appeal to this
interpretive inclination is triggered, not only by Yeats’s poetic description of
a Chinese landscape, but also by the object at the center of the discussion:
the literal lapis lazuli carving of a Chinese landscape.
The tradition of landscape poetry and painting in China started in the 11th
century and became a dominant form of art among the literati in the
subsequent centuries. It developed hand in hand with complex ekphrastic
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theories that explored the connections between physical landscape, its artistic
and poetic representations, and artists and viewers, and combined ideas from
Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. Although extant Chinese scholarship on
“Lapis Lazuli” maintains that the poem harmoniously blends Chinese and
Western ekphrastic traditions, I want to argue the opposite: that the image of
Chinese landscape in Yeats’s poem triggers a clash of the two ekphrastic
traditions, and that it is the awareness of this clash that leads to an
understanding of the poem.

An Ekphrastic Clash: “Lapis Lazuli” vs. “Visiting A Friend in Spring Mountain”
Yeats’s lapis lazuli, like most rock sculptures of that type, contains a
poetic inscription in Chinese, which the poet could not decipher. Most
Western scholars have not given much attention to the rock sculpture or to
the inscribed poem, with the exception of McCormack, who offers his version
of a “Chinese reading” of the poem in his essay, “The Poem on the
Mountain: A Chinese Reading of Yeats’s ‘Lapis Lazuli.’” McCormack traces
the origins of rock sculptures with landscape carvings, the history of
landscape art in China, and its philosophical foundations (which are mainly
Daoism). He even translates the Chinese inscription into English and tries to
bridge its Daoist message with that found in Yeats’s poem. McCormack
suggests that “Lapis Lazuli” brings to light our poet’s deep admiration for
and knowledge of Chinese cultural tradition, and that the message of gaiety
found in the poem is a Daoist one that subverts the Western perception of
tragedy. Overall, McCormack’s reading of the Yeats’s poem closely resembles
the Chinese scholars’ readings, as each attempt to draw links between the
poem, the poet, and his Chinese rock based on the interpretive principles of
intentionality and unity.
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A common problem in these particular readings, however, is their
unidirectional understanding of ekphrasis. In their attempts to construct a
vision of seamless transfer from the visual to the textual (from the lapis lazuli
carving to the poem), ekphrastic tensions are overlooked and interpretive
conjectures become factual. I propose, however, that the relationship between
Yeats’s poem and his lapis lazuli is much more complex and cannot be
limited to a simple linear progression from object to representation. As
Heffernan points out, ekphrasis involves a contest between the visual and the
literary, a process in which the visual “resists the limits of interpretation,
allowing the visual new possibilities for construing meaning and new dangers
for being misconstrued” (8). Heffernan’s view of ekphrasis can serve as a
better model for understanding the contested relationship between Yeats’s rock
and his poem and between the Western and the Chinese interpretations.
In reality, Yeats’s carved rock presents a stumbling block to the poem.
The rock is a sculpted illustration of the inscribed poem, which is titled,
“Visiting a Friend in Spring Mountain.” The rock in question, in other words,
has double identity: it is both a rock sculpture poeticized by Yeats and a rock
sculpture named “Visiting a Friend in Spring Mountain” that was made by an
unidentified Chinese artist. Below is the English translation of the poem:
Visiting a Friend in Spring Mountain
Green clouds and red rain turn clear and serene.
In the quiet deep mountain, secret matters abound.
On the mossy winding path, human traces are few.
Recluses carrying zithers made a promise to pass here.
春山訪友
緑雲紅雨向清和
寂寂深山幽事多
曲徑苔封人跡絶
抱琴高士許相過
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“Visiting a Friend in Spring Mountain” expresses a popular theme in Chinese
landscape poetry and painting that has been circulated since the 11th century,
which means that this particular carving dates to the dawn of this artistic
tradition. The poem describes a meeting between two recluse friends in a
quiet mountain in the spring time. The carving shows a man and his
attendant, the latter carrying a zither, ascending a spring mountain. About
halfway up the mountain, we see a small hut, possibly the dwelling of the
man’s friend. The poem simply describes the scenery without offering any
remark on the men’s emotions. This iconic image, which evokes rich cultural
memories filled with famous mountains and the poet recluses who lived in
them, stands in the way of Chinese scholars when interpreting Yeats’s poem.
Their interpretive act, in other words, is a transcultural as well as a
transtextual exercise in which the ekphrastic description of the scenery by
Yeats collides with the ekphrastic tradition of Chinese landscape arts.
Another common problem in the so-called “Chinese” readings of the
poem is that their claims of Yeats’s familiarity with Daoist aesthetics are not
supported by solid biographical research. The fact that Yeats did not know
the real name of the rock and did not seek to learn the translation of the
inscribed poem weakens the argument that the poet had a deep understanding
of Chinese art that he expressed in “Lapis Lazuli,” and it further complicates
the ekphrastic process involved in the poem. A question then arises: should
readers of the poem concern themselves with the poetic inscription on the
rock when its translation was not available to our poet? If, indeed, as Smith
observes, Yeats’s ekphrastic poems were “contextualized and informed by the
contingencies of the moment” (50) and characterized by “fluid subject-object
relationship” (17), it becomes questionable just how much connection there
could have been between the poem and any Chinese cultural context. It
seems that, if scholars want to attest to the claims of Chinese influences
found in the poem, they need to return to the writings of Yeats and actually
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substantiate his understanding of Chinese art, literature, and philosophy.

Yeats, Chinese Art, and “Lapis Lazuli”
Yeats’s profound fascination with and knowledge of Hindu and Zen
Buddhist philosophies and art is a well-studied topic (Oshima; Ravindran;
Sikka; Sekine; Wilson). Whether he had a comparable degree of interest in
Daoist philosophy and Chinese art in general, however, requires further
investigation. Yeats was attracted to Chinese art, made an effort to understand
it, and collected some Chinese paintings. His earliest discussion of Chinese
paintings is found in his 1910 essay, “The Tragic Theatre.” In it, Yeats
describes Chinese paintings as examples of “tragic paintings.” He writes:
When we look at the faces of the old tragic paintings, whether it is in
Titan or in some painter of medieval China, we find there sadness and
gravity, a certain emptiness even, as of a mind that waited the supreme
crisis (and indeed it seems at times as if the graphic art, unlike poetry
which sings the crisis itself, were the celebration of waiting). Whereas in
modern art, whether in Japan or Europe, “vitality,” the energy, that is to
say, which is under the command of our common moments, sings, laughs,
chatters or looks its busy thoughts. (EA 244)

In the essay, Yeats highlights the contrast between the gravity of old tragic
art and the vitality of modern art, and he eulogizes tragic art as the
revelation of humanity itself (EA 245).
In 1911, Yeats attended Robert Laurence Binyon’s lectures on Chinese
and Japanese paintings at the British Museum and was greatly impressed by
Binyon’s discussion of the subject (Walsh 70). From his letters, we learn that
Yeats made trips to see Chinese art collections when possible (CL 6596) and
purchased Chinese paintings from Edmund Dulac (CL 4097 & 4462) for
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display in his study (CL 4382). In his letter to Yone Noguchi, Yeats remarks
on how he felt distanced from the “European painting of the last two or
three hundred years” but found Chinese, Japanese, and Indian paintings
appealing for their ability to capture indisputably “beautiful scenes” (CL
3933). From his personal correspondences, we also learn of Yeats’s keen
interest in Chinese literature. He was inspired by Ezra Pound’s translation of
Chinese poetry, which he believed was “the right way to translate Chinese
verse” (CL 2646). He also read translations of Chinese poetry (CL 5509) and
books (CL 5539), including novels (CL 5988).
Yeats gives three main reasons for his attraction to Chinese paintings: 1)
their representations of unadulterated nature, 2) their omission of unnecessary
details, and 3) the longevity of their tradition. First, Yeats was drawn to the
idea that, in Chinese paintings of landscape, “nature must be as little
disturbed as possible” (CL 6252). Second, he deemed that by excluding
unnecessary details, such as the cast shadow, Chinese and Japanese paintings
succeeded in “making observation and experience of life less important, and
imagination and tradition more,” allowing their arts to be “transmittable and
teachable” (Foster 249). Third, Yeats found the endurance of the Chinese
artistic tradition appealing. He was impressed by the long and uninterrupted
tradition that, in his mind, guided both the creative process and
connoisseurship in Chinese art (EA 454), and he aspired to its elite and
aristocratic aesthetic values (Lennon 276). Indeed, Yeats believed that the
knowledge found in China could be of great value to Europe. Sensing the
impending political disaster in Europe, Yeats remarked that one had to read
the history of China to prepare for it (CL 2503) and complained about the
lack of representation of Chinese history in English universities’ curriculum
(CL 4887).
Yeats’s discussion of Chinese art and literature must be examined in the
larger context of his discussion of the Orient. Much has been written about
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the poet’s fascination with the Orient, and opinions on the subject vary,
ranging from arguing that he had a profound understanding to a mere
colonialist misinterpretation (Jelnikar). What is clear is that his relationship
with the Orient was a complex one and that it evolved throughout his long
and prolific career. Yeats’s words spoken in praise of the Indian poet
Rabindranath Tagore succinctly describe his general attitude toward the Orient:
“A whole people, a whole civilization, immeasurably strange to us, seems to
have been taken up into this imagination; and yet we are not moved because
of its strangeness, but because we have met our own image” (Moore
120-121). Yeats’s characterization of Chinese art and literature resonates with
his broad discussion of the Orient. Chinese civilization to him represented
timelessness, unity and, most importantly, ideal alterity.
“It is now time to copy the East and live deliberately,” Yeats wrote in
his introductory essay to the book, The Classic Noh Theatre of Japan (CN
156). Whether we call it essentializing, misinterpreting, or appropriating,
Yeats’s exploration of the East had a pragmatic purpose: he wished to seek
directions for the creation of “both Ireland’s national culture and a new
modern European literature” (Lennon 275). This aim is clearly illustrated in
the pairing of the East and the West, and it is more specifically reflected in
the pairing of the East and Ireland that is found in his writings. Chinese
paintings also served as a useful reference point in Yeats’s discussion of
contemporary Western paintings, evident, for instance, in his parallel analysis
of rhythmic Chinese paintings and abstract Cubist paintings (CL 2902). The
images of Chinese landscapes reminded him of old Ireland; he compared the
scenery of an “old Irish pagan paradise” to the “land of the Gods” in
Chinese paintings (CL 6620). The clearest account of Yeats’s deliberate
juxtaposition of the East and Ireland and its connection to literary creativity
is found in his advice to Ruth Lane Poole in 1915. After reviewing Poole’s
fictional work, Yeats writes,
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Next time you think of a plot, think of it for five minutes as laid in some
other country —China or Corea let us say—and don’t write it unless it
keeps its interest. Bring it back to Ireland before you write it of course.
Make character your object and if possible some character you have
observed. (CL 2815)

In this important quote, Yeats reveals the role of the East in his own literary
undertaking: the East helped defamiliarize Ireland. Through the process of
defamiliarization, he hoped to see his reality—Ireland, its history, and its
people—in a fresh light.
Yeats’s suggestion to Poole unveils his transcultural and transtextual
approach to literary practice, which returns this discussion to the poem “Lapis
Lazuli.” If it is assumed that Yeats applied his advice to Poole in his own
poetry, then “Lapis Lazuli” should not be read as a poetic discussion on
tragic joy in which the East and the West have equal representation, and
even less should it be perceived as an expression of his admiration for
Chinese art. In fact, Yeats’s own reflections on the carved rock reveal that
the process of his poetic conceptualization entailed the exercise of creative
defamiliarization that he outlined above. In his 1935 letter to Dorothy
Wellesley, Yeats writes,
I notice that you have much lapis lazuli, some body has sent me a present
of a great piece carved by some Chinease sculptor into the semblance of a
mountain with temple, trees, paths & an ascetic & pupil about to climb the
mountain. Ascetic, pupil, hard stone, eternal theme of the sensual east, the
heroic cry in the midst of despair. But no, I am wrong the east has its
solutions always & therefore knows nothing of tragedy. It is we, not the
east, that must raise the heroic cry. (CL 6274)

This oft-cited quote sheds light on Yeats’s dynamic thought process, in which
he reached out to the East and returned to the West. First, he sees the
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carved rock as an embodiment of the sensual East and harkens back to his
earlier portrayal of Chinese art as an example of tragic art. But the valiant
cry he hears in the tragic Chinese landscape quickly summons him back to
the West. In the end, in his effort to focus on the tragedy of the West,
Yeats denies tragedy to East, rejecting his initial premise. Ultimately,
following this flow of thought, Yeats in the poem seems to suggest that
tragic joy was experienced by the characters in Shakespearean plays and the
rebuilders of ancient civilizations but not by the Chinese ascetics. The joy of
the two Chinese men was of a different kind, stemming from their life in the
perfect world that knew no strife (the East) and from their distance from the
tragic world (the West). Of course, this logical flow is reversed in the poem,
as it moves from the West to the East, adding to its complexity. Ultimately,
if Yeats believed tragedy was the supreme expression of humanity and tragic
joy the ultimate triumph of humanity, I am left to wonder what he implied
by the denial of tragedy to the East. Does this denial make the Chinese
ascetics possess greater humanity or lesser? I cannot tell.

Globalizing Yeats: Transtextual and Transcultural Exphrasis
The complex ekphrastic processes of writing and interpreting “Lapis
Lazuli” that I have investigated demonstrate the multifarious workings of
transtextuality. Defined by Gérard Genette as “all that sets the text in a
relationship,

whether

obvious

transtextuality recognizes that

or

concealed,

with

other

texts”

(1),

a text exists in continually evolving

relationships. Ekphrasis for Yeats was a transtextual as well as a transcultural
event. In the poem, the East and the West do not oppose each other or blend
into one. Instead, moving back and forth between the two worlds, the poet
wrestles with both in the hope of finding himself and his world. The
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contested readings of the poem I have explored also reveal the transtextual
and transcultural process of ekphrastic interpretation.
Scholars in the West have engaged in seeking the universal meaning of
the poem and have emphasized the poem’s connection to Western literary
styles and thoughts. Through their creative interpretive exercises, the poem
was branded as Yeats’s Romantic exploration of the universal theme of tragic
joy. Conversely, scholars in the East have carried out a different kind of
interpretive exercise that underlines transcultural and translingual crossings.
Their culture-specific readings contest the Western focus on the universality of
the poem’s meaning. Yet as Lydia Liu points out, “universality is neither true
or false, but any intellectual claim to it should be rigorously examined in the
light of its own linguistic specificity and sources of authority” (7). Liu
reminds us that any transcultural and translingual crossing of interpretive
categories, “like any other crossing or transgression, is bound to entail
confrontations charged with contentious claims of power” (7). Liu’s insights
on the issues of power and authority in transcultural and translingual
crossings offer us a way into understanding the culturally inspired readings of
“Lapis Lazuli” from the East. In their dialogue with Western scholarship,
Chinese and Korean scholars have interpreted the poem in light of their own
linguistic and cultural specificity and sources of authority.
Indeed, Eastern scholars’ engagement with Yeats’s poem is analogous to a
comparative literary exercise that seeks to identify points of affinity. Affinity,
in fact, is mentioned repeatedly in their discussion. As Zhou Dan notes,
“Yeats is held in high esteem in China and his works are popular in the
Chinese readers chiefly because of the affinities in thoughts, techniques and
aristocratic attitude between his ideas and those of China” (124). Wang
Zuoliang explains that what draws the Chinese readers to English poetry is an
affinity that transcends temporal and cultural boundaries, which allows them
to experience a sense of shared humanity (37). In their study of “world
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literature” (which includes the Irish poetry of Yeats), Yue Daiyun remarks
that Chinese scholars have sought to identify “common, universal and
international features of the different poetics” with the goal of creating “a
pluralistic, fluid, world poetic trend” (89). In other words, what could be seen
as an interpretive diversion caused by cultural nationalist dispositions is
rationalized as an attempt to create a pluralistic comparative poetics for world
literature.
On the whole, the ekphastic clashes surrounding Yeats’s “Lapis Lazuli”
are a natural outcome and growing pain of globalizing Yeatsian scholarship.
As scholarship on Yeats’s work became global, the pursuit of hermeneutic
justice was met with the complex issues of hermeneutic authority and context.
To what authority and context should scholars give their attention? To Yeats’s
own words and the context of contemporary Irish literature? To the
interpretive traditions and categories developed in the West? Or to the context
of the readers of Yeats in the East? Gadamer reminds us that “the context is
not only the words but the whole life context” (321), and calls us to be
“more aware of the reciprocity between our conceptual efforts and the
concrete in life experience” (323). Recognizing ekphasis as a transtextual and
transcultural event would be one small response to his call.
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